Distract and Disable Program One Playlist

Snippets and samples from the following sources not in any particular order

Live radio broadcast from shortwave radio around 9 MHz

Altered States (DVD)

  Random samples of the soundtrack playing live from the DVD

Jonny Farrow (CD)

  Walking in Bryce
  Space Preserve

Wendy Carlos (AIFF)

  Samples from “Beauty in the Beast” (From the album Beauty in the Beast; East Side Digital CD ESD81552)
  (sample run through the cross synth MSP Patch (which I credit usage of on the blog) but also playing at roughly 1/2 speed under the Patch output)

Klaus Schulze (AIFF)

  “But Beautiful” form the album Cyborg – run through Logic audio, heavily delayed and reverbed – iTunes purchase – no CD catalog #

Random needle drop samples on the following vinyl records:

  Franz Schmidt
    Quintet for Piano and Strings in G Major
    Barylli Quartet; Joerg Demus Piano
    Westminster XWN 18650

  George Rochberg
    Caprice Variations for Unaccompanied Violin
    Zri Zeitlin, violin
    Musical Heritage Society (MHS) MHS 3719

  Camille Saint Saëns
    Symphony No. 2 in A Minor, Opus 55
    Netherlands Philharmonic Orchestra; Walter Goehr, conductor
    International Recorded Music Society, Inc. IRMS-1180